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EA Contest Regulations 

  

4th Edition 

INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION CONTEST 

“EUROPEAN AWARD 2019” 

Organizer: 

TARGI POMORSKIE SPÓŁKA Z OGRANICZONĄ ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ 

ul. Hetmańska 38, 85-039 Bydgoszcz, Poland 

  

1. The purpose of the EA Contest. 

The purpose of the EA Construction Contest is to select and reward European construction projects of particular value. The 

idea of the EA Contest is to promote and reward new and renovated construction, architectural and engineering facilities and 

buildings in Europe. The EA Contest promotes: functionality and aesthetics of new and renovated facilities, modern 

technologies and design solutions, use of new technologies and tools, high quality of construction and maintenance works, 

use of high quality materials, ecological effects, and, in the case of historical objects, care for the protection of cultural heritage 

and preservation of the original architectural values of the building or object. 

2. Subject and scope of the Contest 

Buildings and facilities constructed or renovated in the period from 2018 to the end of the first quarter of 2020 can be 

submitted and can enter the EA Contest.  

Contest categories are as follows: 

- Industrial and engineering facilities 

- Offices and administrative buildings 

- Residential buildings 

- Hotels & SPA 

- Cultural, sports and recreation facilities 

- Interiors 

- Facades and energy renovations 

- Roads and bridges 

- Environmental protection objects 

- Urban space revitalization 

- Education and training facilities 

- Monuments 
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In case of winning the EA Title, the statuette is awarded to each of the entities participating in the implementation of the 

awarded project: Investor, Contractor, Architect/Designer. 

3. Tasks of the Organizer 

- coordinating and monitoring work related to the implementation of the current edition of the EA Contest;  

- the Organizer appoints the international EA Contest Jury (composed of representatives of National Strategic Partners), approves 

its rules of procedure, organizes Jury deliberations. In justified cases, the Organizer has the right to appoint additional experts to 

work with the Jury. The Jury shall indicate the objects worthy of the EA Title or EA Distinction, together with a written justification 

for each decision. Decisions of the Jury shall be taken by a majority of votes, and in the event of a tie, the Chairperson of the Jury 

shall have a casting vote. 

- cooperating with EA Contest Patrons and Partners, international institutions, providing them with all information and promotional 

materials concerning the EA Contest 

- promoting the objects and facilities submitted to the EA Contest and all entities actively participating in their implementation 

(Investor, Contractor and Architect/Designer) on the international arena in the following manner: presentation on the EA Contest 

website and in social media, special press publications, Final Catalogue with the results of the Contest, promotion during current 

events in European countries) 

- representing the EA Contest and its participants on the international arena 

- dissemination of the idea of the EA Contest 

- the Organizer has the financial resources to organize the EA Contest, the work of the Jury, as well as all promotional activities  

- creates a magazine popularizing the participants of the EA Contest and the Contest itself and appoints the editor-in-chief 

- organization of the results announcement and award ceremony of the “European Award” Contest at the Royal Castle in Warsaw, 

Poland. The Organizer shall pay all costs related to this, i.e. renting the hall, artistic setting, the host, film setting, photo report, 

awards. 

 

The contact person on behalf of the EA Contest Organizer is Anna Wróblewska – EA Contest Coordinator, mobile phone: +48 

518 530 475, phone: +48 52 323 07 16, e-mail: office@europeanaward.eu 

Organizer’s postal address: ul. Hetmańska 38, 85-039 Bydgoszcz, Poland 

4. Evaluation criteria 

The buildings and facilities submitted to the EA Contest are evaluated objectively on the basis of provided documentation by the 
international Jury (composed of representatives of National Strategic Partners) which takes into account the following criteria: 

 - Functionality of new and renewed buildings and facilities  

 - Level of architectural solutions  

 - Level of efficiency of technological processes 

 - Modernity of the technology used 

 - Application of new techniques  

 - Quality of the materials used (durability, aesthetics) 

 - Preservation of the original architecture of historic monuments 

mailto:office@europeanaward.eu
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 - Environmental effects (concerns environmental protection objects) 

 - Accessibility for people with disabilities 

6. Stages of the EA Contest 

6.1 The EA Contest is composed of two stages: 

Stage I - submission of a given work by the National Strategic Partner. The National Strategic Partner has the right to submit 

buildings and facilities which have won the title of Laureate in a national construction, design or architecture contest 

(European countries) organized by the Strategic Partner in the given country. The Strategic Partner shall provide the Contest 

Organizer with materials for the evaluation and promotion of a given construction work, submit information about the EA 

Contest and supervise the proper course of all EA Contest activities. Being a Winner/Laureate of a national competition 

automatically nominates to participate in the II Stage of the EA Contest. 

Stage II - assessment of the building or facility by the international Jury composed of representatives of National Strategic 
Partners, based on an analysis of the obtained documents, photographs, visualizations, multimedia presentations etc. 

6.2. A separate document register is kept for each building or facility entered in the EA Contest. 

7. Schedule 

- Buildings and facilities may be submitted by the National Strategic Partner by 20 May 2020.  

- The Jury will meet at the turn of June and July 2020. The Jury is composed of representatives of National Strategic Partners 
and experts appointed by the EA Contest Organizer. 

- The results announcement and award ceremony will take place on 27 August 2020 at the Royal Castle in Warsaw, Poland 

8. Rules for participation 

The building or facility is entered in the EA Contest on the basis of the received completed Declaration form (Annex 1) and 
documentation (obtained documents, photographs, visualizations, multimedia presentations etc.). 

Participation in the II Stage of the EA Contest is possible after receiving information about a given building or facility from the 

National Strategic Partner. The National Strategic Partner submits buildings or facilities which have won the title of 

Winner/Laureate in a national construction, design or architecture contest (European countries) organized by the Strategic Partner 

in the given country.  A participant of the II Stage shall send the completed Declaration and further documentation (basic data 

characterizing the building or facility).  

 

A participant of the II Stage shall pay organizational costs of EUR 3500 (net amount). These costs are related to, i.e. maintaining 

the competition office, promotional materials, organization of awarding ceremony: renting the hall, artistic setting, the host, film 

setting, photo report, awards. The „European Award” Contest is not sponsored by any commercial entities. 

 
Competition costs can be divided in any proportion between Investor, Contractor and/or Architect. 
All the entities that take an active part in the construction or modernization process may participate in the costs. 
 

9. Copyrights regulations 

The Organizer reserves the right to use any materials provided by the National Strategic Partners and EA Contest participants 
for promotional and marketing purposes related to the EA Contest. 

The Declaration / Application form should be sent by electronic mail to the following e-mail address: 
office@europeanaward.eu 
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The Declaration / Application form  can also be sent by post to the following address: 

EA Contest main office: 

Międzynarodowy Konkurs Budowlany „European Award”, address: ul. Hetmańska 38, 85-039 BYDGOSZCZ, Poland 

10. Payment details. 

The basis of payment is a pro forma invoice issued by the Organizer on the basis of the data contained in the Declaration of 
entry to the EA Contest. 

The payment for participation in the II Stage of the EA Contest (organizational costs) is made to: 

     Bank account number: PL 35 1090 1072 0000 0001 3272 0322  Santander Bank Polska S.A.   SWIFT: WBKPPLPP 

TARGI POMORSKIE SPÓŁKA Z OGRANICZONĄ ODPOWIEDZIALNOŚCIĄ 

 ul. Hetmańska 38, 85-039 Bydgoszcz, Poland 

With a note: „European Award 2019” 

11. Winners of the EA Contest 

The Winners will be selected by the international Jury (composed of representatives of Strategic Partners) from among the 
participants of the II Stage of the EA Contest. 

The “European Award 2019” Title (statuette) shall be awarded in each category for one facility or building to all entities 
participating in the given implementation: Investor, Contractor and Designer/Architect. 

The “European Award 2019” Distinction may be awarded in each category for one or more facilities or buildings to: Investor, 
Contractor or Designer/Architect. 

Furthermore, Special Prizes are awarded. They are prizes or awards granted by Partners, Patrons, media patrons, institutions, 
associations. Special Prizes are awarded in agreement with the EA Contest Jury. They are presented together with the main 
awards during the EA Contest results announcement ceremony at the Royal Castle in Warsaw, Poland. 

The Winners of the “European Award” Contest will receive the “European Award 2019” golden Statuette and free promotion in 
the press and social media. 

The Winner of the “European Award” Contest is entitled to place an information board on the awarded facility or building with 
the following inscription: “European Award 2019” Title or “European Award 2019” Distinction and is entitled to use the EA 
Contest logo in its promotional and marketing materials. 

In special cases the Jury may award a Special Prize in the EA Contest for design and modernization achievements beyond the 
scope of the current edition of the EA Contest. The Jury is entitled not to award the “European Award 2019” Title in a given 
category. 

12. Final provisions. 

The decisions of the international EA Contest Jury are final and binding and are not subject to appeal or complaint. The rules of 
the EA Contest and its name are legally protected. 

 

 

 


